The first place to go to control your legal department costs using powerful benchmarking analytics

**LexisNexis® Counsel Benchmarking** delivers aggregated e-billing and matter management benchmarking data derived from invoices from nearly 8,000 law firms, more than 145,000 timekeepers and 2.3 million actual, anonymized invoices covering 360,000 matters. Leading analytics help you improve the efficiency of your organization and ensure that you’re ready to meet the challenges of an unprecedented world.

**With LexisNexis Counsel Benchmarking, you can:**
- Instantly view trends in hourly rates across matter types similar to yours
- Select or negotiate with firms using real-time data
- View multiple cost drivers to evaluate how your matter is being managed
- Assess proposed rate increases over an extended period of time at a glance
- Make informed alternative fee arrangement decisions
- Identify and implement cost savings opportunities
Now LexisNexis Counsel Benchmarking is even better.

Turn data into cost savings.

Turn matter statistics such as blended hourly rate, total number of hours, total matter billings, expense percentages and more into cost-saving best practices.

Stay on top of alternative fee arrangement trends.

Monitor the changing trends in alternative fee arrangements across matter types and identify areas to lower costs and increase cost predictability.

Quickly access legal cost trends.

Compare your situation with others using a cutting-edge analytical tool that reveals hourly rate trends for partners, associates and paralegals so you can select or negotiate with existing firms accordingly.

Customize rate comparisons.

View customized comparisons of rates across matter types, industry, company and law firm size to smartly and cost-effectively allocate work.

Log in

www.lexisadvance.com

Learn more

www.lexisnexis.com/counselbenchmarking